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CLASS OF 2025 BY THE NUMBERS
700ish first year students

38 positive covid tests

48 already declared DA majors

48 future bitter economics majors

8 brand new BMWs with parking tickets

19 left their phones at the homestead

3 discerning moral agents in a democratic society

2 piss kinks (match made in heaven <3)
 
34 poor souls in Beta House

              43 scattered awkwardly around the beach 
with solo cups

223 will regret major life choices within three 
weeks

3 will attempt to roll down the hill to south quad 
(you get some speed but god does it hurt)
1 hides hardcore wallace and gromit porn under 
their bed

5 accidentally found the wallace and gromit porn
77 knows who it is but won’t tell anyone
eel
33 (that’s a nice number)
6876 possibilities. Good luck in this year class of
 2025! you got this! 

Freshman Disorientation 2021

Dear class of 2025,
 Welcome to Denison. It’s safe to say that you all are CLEARLY the best group of autonomous 
thinkes, discernig moral agents, and active citizens  in a democratic society that this campus has ever 
seeb. We hope you have enjoyed your first week and haven’t ripped too many water fountains/exit 
signs out of Shorney. 
 The Bullsheet is here to give you a place to espouse your opinions, engage in constructive dia-
logue, and to make your mom proud when she googles your name (can confirm this is true). We pub-
lish every day for your (but mostly our) pleasure, so be sure to pick up a copy around campus, check 
us out online at denisonbullsheet.com, or email Adam Weinberg for a complementary audio recording 
of the daily sheet. Above all else, remember to love fully, Live simply, and Laugh at least more than 
twice a day. We know you need something to do while procrastinating that paper, so feel free to send us 
a submission. As you will come to learn we will run just about anything.
 As a farewell here are some wise words to help you get through these first couple of weeks.

Queer theory on an English pa-

per = an A

Weinberg is your dad

On Thursdays we reenact Wallace and 
Gromit: The Wrong Trousers

All things are temporary, even your sizzle 

romances

-StaffComm majors The Denisonian is a reputable news agency (only if you 

read just the first letters of every sentence)
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Staff “Old person names” Box

Freshman Disorientation
Winthrop Abeles Is a Mennonite  Olivia Abell has a brother 
Cain Jacqueline Abogado Likes avocados Jordan Ades 
Will do it Aditi Agarwal will talk to you about planes. Don’t 
let them. Suryansh Agrawal owns a scale model of the 
whitehouse in lego Mia Aguilar would rather jump off a 
cliff than show up on time to their Comm class Joselin 
Aguilar Gramajo can play the banjo Alexandra Ahlbeck 
has all the beck (do not ask them what beck is) Hassaan 
Ahmed Knows too much Nao Aizawa not later, now.
Isabel Alberto Screams into the void Meron Alessandro 
was renowned for their cultivation of muskmelon during the 
Mughal empire William Allain is distantly related to Al-
lan Quarterman, literary explorer and colonizer. James Al-
len Signed the declaration of independence Lillian Allen  
Sleeps with a cardboard cutout of a knife Matthew Allen 
Memorized all of the Scottish national anthem Luke Al-
ley wonders when we will see the like of you again Isabella 
Ammerman fought and died for their wee bit Hill and Glen 
Carter Anderson was previously a priest Emmet Anderson 
is the third Anderson triplet Logan Anderson has a mysteri-
ous backstory revolving around a family in Connecticut An-
drew Angulo has a free AAA membership for life Grace 
Antoncic hiked the Appalachian Trail blindfolded Isaac Ap-
pel is named after Isaac Newton Marc Argaluza REFUSES 
to wear socks Nikolas Argyros knows what the ship of 
theseus is Eli Aronson’s father is named Paul Thomas Asle-
son asks too many questions Julia Assis Azevedo knows 
the difference between a Hass and a Duke variety avocado 
Elliot Atcheson EXCLUSIVELY wears socks Rose Atieno 
is a Maxxinista Emily Ayad is banned from the only Trader 
Joe’s in Montana Eiman Babiker didn’t learn to tie their 
shoes until they were twelve years old Katelyn Baez used to 
work as a telephone operator Yuanelis Baez has toe socks
Luka Bagashvili attempted to bribe bullsheet staff Calvin 
Bailey went back in time fell in love with their mother and 
then invented rock and roll Mary Baker sounds colonial 
Owen Baker thinks flour is a spice
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